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We are innovative thinkers with in-depth knowledge 
and 35 years of field experience. We do not just 
know how to align machines; we also understand 
why we align them the way we do. You can say: 
alignment is our nature. 

On Site Alignment (OSA) offers all the assistance 
you may need when facing questions about  
alignment, engineering, mounting or troubleshooting  
critical machinery. 

Our working area is mainly the maritime sector and 
also industries. OSA has offices in the Netherlands, 
the United States, Singapore, the United Kingdom, 
the Middle East and China. Our dedicated team of 
engineers works worldwide. They know what they 
are talking about and are supported by the best 
experts in this field.

This publication has summarized what we do and 
how we do that, from alignment and FEM modeling 
to 3D scanning. Do not hesitate to call us for more 
specific information because, no alignment job is 
the same.

Arie Leeuwenburg 
Managing Director OSA Netherlands

Lennard Okkerse 
President OSA USA

Joost van Doodewaard
Managing Director OSA Singapore and China

Peter Kleijn
Managing Director OSA Middle East

info@onsitealignment.com
www.onsitealignment.com
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OSA carries out shaft alignment on all types of rotating equipment, including engines, gearboxes, 
generators, shaft (support) bearings, pump sets, winches and bow thrusters. We also measure 
and correct crankshaft web deflections. Alignment checks whether measurements can be 
performed during different operational conditions so that thermal growth and hull  
deformation are recorded. In addition, we perform dimensional checks with laser or other 
optical equipment and measure bending stresses using the wireless strain gauges and jack 
load technique to calculate bearing load, offset, and gap & sag values in propeller,  
intermediate and high-speed shafts.

Every specific machine demands a specific alignment technique. First, we must determine the 
appropriate one. OSA knows and uses all known high-quality techniques. Feeler gauges, 
rulers and dial indicators are used when shaft rotation is difficult or non-existent. Laser equipment 
is used for rotating equipment, line bore and dimensional surveys. Wireless torque measurement 
is used for measuring shaft power. We use electronic measurement equipment to measure 
bearing reaction forces for accessible stern tube bearings, shaft support bearings, gearbox 
bearings and main engine bearings.

We determine the best option in close partnership with our customers. What the endless 
possibilities are,we explain on the next pages.

WHAT WE DO

        CHALLENGES WE ACCEPT
•  Damaged stern tube bearings
•  Failing generator sets
•  High vibration levels on equipment
•  Pre-mature bearing failures on shaft generators
•  Re-alignment and chocking of all rotating equipment
•  Installation of complete shaft lines
 

ALIGNMENT IS OUR NATURE

24/7SERVICES
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ALIGNMENT AND 3D MEASUREMENTS
We carry out shaft alignment on all types of rotating equipment, including engines, gearboxes, 
generators, shaft support bearings, pump sets, winches and bow thrusters. With a laser tracker 
or total station we measure the geometry of an object both in itself and concerning other things. 
For example, we can ascertain the flatness of a flange and its exact position and angle about 
the surrounding structures.

CRANKSHAFT WEB DEFLECTION
Inside piston engines and compressors, a linear movement of a piston is transformed into a  
rotational movement of a shaft using a crankshaft. To avoid excessive wear and/or fatigue to the 
crankshaft, maximum bending of the crankshaft caused by bearing offset or external forces must 
be within the manufacturer’s limits. Measurements at regular intervals are, therefore, required. 
The bending of the crankshaft is measured by using a (digital) crankshaft web deflection reader.

VIBRATION MEASUREMENT AND ANALYSIS
We can ascertain the precise condition of rotating machinery, diagnose the causes of  
structural vibrations/resonance, and recommend practical solutions.

THERMOGRAPHIC MEASUREMENT
Thermal imaging techniques allow us to visualize heat distribution in machinery, structures, 
and switchboards, to identify and prevent the root causes of failures.

DYNAMIC MACHINE MOVEMENT MEASUREMENT
By quantifying the movement of machinery, such as propulsion systems, in different loading 
conditions, engine outputs, and maneuvering scenarios, we can optimize its position to  
ensure proper alignment in all circumstances.

CHOCKING
We work with solid steel chocks, epoxy resin chocks, mechanical re-adjustable solutions, 
and resilient rubber mounts. We also provide pre-cut stainless steel shims.

BOLT TORQUING AND TENSIONING
We perform controlled tightening of bolted connections, calculating the torque according to 
industry best practices and classification rules.

MOTION AMPLIFICATION®
Motion Amplification® enables us to see and measure motion that is impossible to see with the 
human eye and could previously only be measured by contacting sensors. This technology turns 
every pixel in the camera’s view into a sensor capable of measuring vibration or movement with high 
levels of accuracy. Then we take all that data and amplify this in the video so that you can see the 
problem. We combine the power of a modern camera with software to turn what used to be complex 
charts and graphs into easy to understand video data. This enables our engineers to quickly and 
safely solve the most challenging problems and communicate the results with our customers.

ALIGNMENT CALCULATION AND ENGINEERING
We can provide the following services:
• Develop and implement chocking plans, including approval of relevant classification societies. 
• Create manuals for aligning new and existing propulsion shafts, including advice about        
    essential milestones during the process and alignment reports.
• Design and design reviews of shaft lines.
• Troubleshoot vibration problems.

ROTATING EQUIPMENT
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ALIGNMENT FEM CALCULATION
Before rotating equipment’s alignment can occur, all parameters must be investigated and 
calculated. Examples of this are thermal growth, static and dynamic shaft movements, and 
deformations of components.

OSA offers the following services:

• Shaft alignment gap and sag calculations and analyses.
• Bearing reaction force calculation services.
• Thermal growth calculation services.
• Relative hull deformation calculation services.
•  Dynamic movement /deformation calculation services.
• Engineering of chocking plans, including the approval of the related 
 classification society.
•  New build and repair propulsion shaft alignment manuals, including 
 advice, important notices, and alignment reports.
• Troubleshooting services related to vibration problems.

PROPELLER SHAFT
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ALIGNMENT CHECK BY LASER TO DETERMINE THE 
POSITION OF THE PROPELLER SHAFT BEARINGS
When the propeller shaft is removed, we install a laser at the flywheel and extend the centreline 
of the crankshaft. Next, we mount the laser receiver in the bearing and record the offset related 
to the engine. These measurements are performed in dry dock and afloat conditions. Then, 
with the help of a computer model of the shaft line, we analyze the existing situation and can 
advise what to change to get an optimal alignment.

BEARING REACTION FORCES BY PERFORMING 
JACK-BEARING LOAD TEST
To check whether the loads on bearings are correct, we perform a jack-bearing load test to 
cross-check the outcomes with theoretical loads. As a result, we are improving loads and 
alignment of the shaft line and making it possible to find problems rapidly in the installation. 

SHAFT ALIGNMENT WITH STRAIN GAUGES BY MEASURING 
BENDING STRESS
• Set up FEM model of the shaftline with the Shaft Designer software.
• Measure the bending strain in the way of every bearing location. When needed we can           
    also collect the data dynamic instead of static. Thus sailing with the vessel.
• The measured data will be entered into the FEM model, and the actual alignment will be  
 calculated by means of reverse engineering. The software will also indicate if the outcome  
 is within the tolerances stated by class and OEM.
• By taking the practical bearing loads, the result of the FEM model and strain gauge data  
 collection will be validated.
• The software will allow you to change the offset per bearing to determine what need to be  
 changed to come back within the tolerances. This is for an efficient as possible repair plan.

DYNAMIC SHAFT ALIGNMENT USING THE STRAIN GAUGE TECHNIQUE
Using the strain gauges and FEM computer program, the bending stress of the propulsion 
shaft is measured under different loading conditions such as cold ballast condition and cold 
fully loaded condition. A difference in bending stress can only be caused by hull deformation 
and, therefore, a different position of the gearbox/two-stroke engine because of draft differences. 
The difference between these two conditions is the relative hull deformation between the stern 
tube and gearbox or two-stroke engine. The optimum bearing offset can be calculated as 
suitable for all investigated operational conditions with the results of the measurements.

SHAFT ORBIT MEASUREMENT
By measuring the lateral movement of a rotating shaft, we can find the dynamic behavior.  
With this information, we can quantify whirling, identify why stern tube seals leak and check if 
the alignment targets in static conditions are correct.

SHAFT POWER AND TORSIONAL VIBRATION MEASUREMENT
A shaft line transferring energy by rotation is exposed to a torsional moment. To avoid fatigue 
damage, it is necessary to keep a sufficiently low torsional moment in the critical parts of the 
shaft. This means that the shafting arrangement must be examined for torsional vibration, 
whirling, and bending stresses during the development stage. The weakest part of the shaft 
line is found in coupling flanges and bolt connections. Using strain gauges, bending, axial 
and torsional forces, and shear stresses can be measured under load. In combination with 
shaft speed and torsional stresses, the transferred power through the shaft can then be 
calculated. Measuring torsional vibration is crucial to understanding problems like coupling 
failures and shaft fractures.

WE COMBINE EXPERIENCEAND ENGINEERING  TO BACK UP OUR RECOMMENDATIONS.



LINE BORING
Using portable machining tools, stern tube bearings’ seating surface is machined to a target 
offset and slope. This is first calculated using FEM model calculation software to obtain the 
perfect load distribution of the bearings under different operational conditions.

MILLING
When objects or machinery are placed directly on the foundations, milling must be performed. 
This must be done based on the results of a flatness deviation survey using laser or 3D  
measurement equipment if proved to be out of tolerance.
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ON SITE MACHINING
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ON SITE MACHINING LINE BORING MILLING FLANGE FACING DRILLING/
REAMING

FLANGE FACING
The same arguments for milling hold for a thruster or crane pedestal flange and this must be 
measured and brought within the tolerance values before the machinery or bearing can be 
mounted. Then, if required, the flange must be machined using portable flange-facing tools.

DRILLING/REAMING
Drilling and reaming foundation bolt holes on a ship are always challenging. The available space 
is minimal primarily; over the years, we have developed our reamers. For almost every situation, 
drilling machines are available to get the job done quickly!
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DIMENSIONAL SURVEYS

3D MEASUREMENT WITH TOTAL STATION OR TRACKER
The 3D measurement system determines the relative position of points while measuring the 
flatness to determine the deviation of surfaces, flanges, and bearing faces. 3D equipment is 
also used to measure machines, installations, and structures. These 3D measurements are 
usually performed during repairs, modifications, or new builds and can be done with the  
to-talk station or laser trackers.

3D SCANNING
3D scanning is like digital 3D photography of the natural world - but where each pixel in a 
digital photo only contains information about color, each pixel in our ‘3D images” further 
includes information about its position in XYZ coordinates in space.

STRAIGHTNESS
The straightness of rails, foundations, and hull bottoms is measured using an offset placed 
reference line. The object can be measured quickly and simply from this straight reference 
line.

LINE BORE MEASUREMENT
Bores are always positioned or aligned relative to each other in structures and machinery.
They are mainly used to hold roller bearings or plain bearings in position. Bores are found in 
all types of rotating equipment, such as engines, gearboxes, generators, shaft support  
bearings, stern tubes, and rudder installations. The centreline or boring line measurement is 
measured using an in-center-placed reference line. From this straight reference line, the 
bores can be measured in vertical, horizontal, fore, and aft directions.

FLATNESS
For a long and problem-free operation of, e.g., slewing bearings and machines, the flatness 
of a pedestal seating or top plate has a significant impact. Therefore, a flatness measurement 
survey is performed before a machine or component is installed on its seating. We do this to 
determine whether the seating is still within the OEM’s tolerances. Then, if necessary, OSA 
will machine the surface until it again fits within the specified tolerances.

PARALLELITY
In, e.g. gearboxes, gearwheel drives need accurately machined parallel bores. After removing 
the gears and shafts, OSA can measure the bores for parallelism. This is also required for 
rollers of, e.g. conveyor belts. They must also be placed parallel to each other for a  
friction-free operation.

PERPENDICULAR
Most rudder machines, rudder actuators, and seal housings must be perpendicular to the  
rudderstock and/or stern tube centreline. It is of the utmost importance that this is done.  
Misalignment will cause friction and/or leakage. An OSA perpendicular measurement can prevent 
this.WE  OFFER 

CONSULTANCY AND 

TRAINING SERVICES FOR 

VARIOUS TECHNICAL

ISSUES RELATING TO 

ALIGNMENT AND 

MOUNTING. LET US 

TRAIN  YOUR STAFF.
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BINSFELD SYSTEMS
Relying on engine estimations for fuel and power efficiency measurements could cost you 
thousands of operating expenses each year. Binsfeld’s VesselTrak Performance Monitoring 
System with Op-Fleet Technology provides the system architecture that monitors and controls 
key performance indicators on a vessel. This includes specific fuel oil consumption, fuel  
consumption rate, fuel consumption per nautical mile, vessel speed, engine/shaft torque, 
engine horsepower, and engine speed. By monitoring these KPIs, shipowners and managers 
can make critical decisions that help increase the efficiency of their fleets. The system is 
cost-effective, highly accurate (1% instrumentation accuracy), installed in 24 hours or less, 
and backed by a global support network. Onboard Vessel monitoring:
•  OpHMI - Human Machine Interface provides real-time dashboards on vessel status.
•  OpTS - Provides actual mechanical power data to correlate power versus speed over  
      ground and fuel consumed.
•  OpVI - Provides actual differential fuel flow monitoring to combine engine performance  
      with real-time fuel consumption.

Remote Fleet Monitoring: 
•  Reduce downtime by moving to engine performance-based maintenance.
•  Optimize operations by monitoring transit speed.
• Gain insights on progress to your green goals.

RELIANEERING 
What if your equipment is screaming for help, but you can’t understand the language?  
Machines communicate through vibrations, and we have found a way to listen to them. By 
analyzing the vibration data of your machines, we can identify the onset of problems and 
translate them into maintenance information to act on. Data-driven maintenance allows you 
to use a prevention-based approach, tackling minor issues before they can grow into big 
problems. We have a vast collection of different machines and components in our database, 
ready for use. If yours isn’t in our system, we create it without charging you. This simplifies the 
decision process and mitigates the risk of unwanted production stops. The platform users 
receive
•  Action-oriented recommendations, based on: 
•  Machine vibration condition, defined from
• Discovered fault patterns.

RELIABLE PRODUCTS
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MACHINES  COMMUNICATE TROUGH VIBRATIONS, AND WE HAVE FOUND A WAY TO LISTEN TO THEM.



RELIABLE PRODUCTS
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MOUNTING SHAFTDESIGNERBINSFELD
SYSTEMS RELIANEERING
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RELIABLE PRODUCTS

MOUNTING
EPOXY RESIN CHOCKS
Loctite Fixmaster Marine Chocking epoxy is a two-component epoxy chocking system. This 
epoxy resin chocks all rotating equipment onboard ships and on land. For example, gearboxes, 
generators, engines, winches, hoists, and deck-mounted equipment.

STAINLESS STEEL SHIMS
We work with custom-designed stainless-steel shims. The available thicknesses are from 
0.05 mm to 3 mm, produced in a short delivery time.

RESILIENT MOUNTS
We install, adjust and align all resilient mounts on the market. We can advise you which 
mounts are the best option for your application.

ADJUSTABLE STEEL CHOCK
Adjustable steel chocks are self-leveling and provide the option to reduce or increase the 
height. They allow easy, accurate mounting of all types of rotating equipment to base frames 
and either steel or concrete foundations. In addition, they accommodate the angular  
difference (up to 3°) between the machine and mounting base without the need to machine 
the base or install epoxy resin chocks. The chocks eliminate soft foot- and can lower the 
cost of equipment foundations – whether designed-in or retrofitted.

SOLID STEEL CHOCKS
OSA is one of the few companies that can design and fit steel chocks. Our experienced  
engineers master the art of precise metal filing and bleu fitting.

MOUNTING KIT:
OSA also delivers complete mounting kits according to Class and OEM specifications. In 
addition, we provide foundation bolts, fitted bolts, nuts, sleeves, spherical washers, chocks, 
adjustment pieces, and collision chocks. This will be delivered complete with drawings and 
calculations, which can be submitted directly to the class.

RELIABLE PRODUCTS



SHAFTDESIGNER 
ShaftDesigner is a computer-aided engineering program that enables companies to optimize 
their marine propulsion designs and installations. It is used by many propulsion engineering 
companies, shipyards, and Classification Societies worldwide. The system helps understand 
and avoid potentially harmful shaft alignment and vibration issues by exploring alternative 
materials and geometries that can verify and optimize designs. It further helps personnel to 
quickly analyze and solve alignment and vibration issues for existing vessels during the  
maintenance and repair phases. 

Main features:
• Shaft Modeler creates the base model once for all types of calculations.
• Drag-and-drop modeling including component library and history/undo feature.
• Shaft alignment calculations using a FEM model under all operating conditions of a vessel.
• Calculation of whirling/bending, axial and torsional vibration including ice impact feature.
•  Torsional vibration calculations may be performed starting from entering the mass-elastic  
       system.
• Classification society independent.
•  Following IACS standards and specific classification society rules and regulations.
• Customizable reports with export options and all required input to obtain classification  
      society approval.

ShaftDesigner software enables the user to:
• Get quick, specific and accurate results while minimizing the chances of input errors.
• Prevent potential alignment problems and harmful vibrations in any propulsion design.
• Reduce the chance of shaft component malfunctioning and warranty claims.
•  Optimize shaft propulsion designs and alignment/installation procedures.
• Save time while troubleshooting alignment and vibration problems on any vessel.

RELIABLE PRODUCTS MOUNTING SHAFTDESIGNERBINSFELD
SYSTEMS RELIANEERING 
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USA - LOUISIANA
On Site Alignment LLC

210 Venture Blvd
Houma LA 70360
T 1-985-360-3945

THE NETHERLANDS
On Site Alignment B.V.

Zirkoon 204
3316 KD Dordrecht
T 31 180 85 07 04

CHINA
On Site Alignment

Zhong Shan Bei Road 
No. 3553 Room 1604
Shanghai
T 65 6910 41 88

SINGAPORE 
On Site Alignment Pte Ltd

1 Sunview Road 08 - 21
Singapore 627615
T 65 6910 4188

WWW.ONSITEALIGNMENT.COM

CALLMEASUREDETECT SOLVE

MIDDLE EAST
On Site Alignment UAE

Office 1107 
Royal Business Center
Al Wahda City 1 
Commercial Tower
Abu Dhabi
T 971 561165603 

UNITED KINGDOM
On Site Alignment

Suite 402A
The Pentagon Centre
36 Washington Street
Glasgow G38AZ
T 44 750 0478 243

USA - FLORIDA
On Site Alignment Florida LLC

4324 N. 56th Street
Tampa FL 33610
T 813-390-4908


